The paper presents various ways of fitting the boundary conditions in the T -complete functions method. The authors point out the distinct advantages of the orthogonal collocation in comparison to the equidistant collocation and the integral fit. The convergence of the Collatz error measures and the conditioning of the solution matrices are investigated in detail.
INTRODUCTION
There are two main approaches for the formulation of boundary methods; one is based on boundary integral equations (boundary element methods, as well as the boundary series method 1-3) and the other is based on the use of complete systems of solutions (TrefTtz method4-6). This article is concerned with the latter approach.
Complete systems of shape functions can be constructed in many alternative ways. Several aspects of such questions, such as completeness and convergence of integral least squares fitting of boundary conditions have been extensively studied by one of the authors.4.s.7-11 Construction of finite elements with this kind of shape function has also been investigated. 12 To fit the boundary conditions one can use a direct or, alternatively, an indirect approach.s To be more spccilic, consider the Dirichlet problem for thc Laplacc equation on a region (), with boundary r. In this case the boundary condition is u = Ii on r, where u is a prescribed function. Let" = au/an be the unknown complementary boundary values. To solve such a problem by TrefTtz method, one has available aT-complete system of functions {U I' U 2'."}' Then, in the direct approach one constructs a linear combination ~ = Lf = I 0. U I which approximatcs the prescribed boundary valucs Ii, whereas in the indirect approach u is required to be such that au/an approximates the unknown normal derivative ", on the boundary. The indirect procedure has been used in previous works and has been called boundary fitting using opposite weights. I 2 However, it had not been realized that such a procedure is tantamount to approximating the unknown boundary derivatives. To see that this is indeed so, recall the well-known reciprocity relation 
,Ñ -~) U,dX=O, i= on on it will be granted that the projection of au/an on the subspace spanned by the functions {Ut,...,UN} is exact; i.e. it is the same as the projection of au/an. In view of equation ( Hence, equation (2) becomes (3) f u~dx = f u~dx (4) r an r an
RELATION BETWEEN COLLOCATION AND THE INTEGRAL FIT
To be specific we shall consider problems associated with the Laplace operator, Rlthough similar considerations apply to other elliptic equations. The boundary of the region Q will be, as before r, and r l' r 2 will be a decomposition of r. If a function u is harmonic in Q (i.e. it fulfils Laplace's equation in Q), then is clear that u is the solution of the problem (5a) (5b)
dx au an -g(x) f r2 vanishes (i.e. it is minimized).
An approximate solution II to this problem can be obtained by replacing the integrals in (6) by their numerical approximation. Thus
where the W IJ are weighting constants of integration. Equation (7) is equivalent to the collocation
U(XIJ) = f(xlJ)' /l = 1,2,.. ., /l*-for r 1 U'(X,,) = g(x,,), /l=/l*+ t,...,v*-If the system of shape functions U j(x) is used, one can write for r 2 which is fitting the boundary values with opposite weights. This article studies the behaviour of so)utions obtained using alternative ways of fitting the boundary conditions. Section 2 and 3 study the relation between collocation and integral fit; special attention is given to orthogonal collocation which is quite efficient. In the remaining part of the article the results of numerical experiments are presented and some improvements that can be achieved by multi-step fitting are discussed. Finally, questions related to conditioning of solution matrices are also analysed.
.1=1 (9) In this case equations (8) 
where the prime stands for the normal derivative. Hence, it is seen that the numerical approximation of the integral fitting leads to simple collocation on the control points used for the integration. Similar conclusions are obtained if the number' of control points is greater than the number of Trefftz functions. Indeed, assume that J is the number of Trefftz functions and that v* > J. Then equation (7) can not be fulfilled exactly and one has to be satisfied with
this leads to
and, more explicitly,
. After the introduction of the following rectangular matrices and vectors: where
Condition (17) leads precisely to equations (13) again. Thus, least squares integral fitting is seen to be equivalent to least squares collocation. In what follows we investigate the influence of the distribution of control points x,. and the weighting constants W,..
ORTHOGONAL COLLOCATION AND INTEGRAL FIT WITH GAUSSIAN INTEGRATION
Using T -complete systems of functions, the solution of a boundary value problem only requires the construction of an accurate approximation of the given boundary data f(x), g(x) by the specific series of functions U j(r I)' u;(r 2) which are the values of the shape functions on the boundary r. This series may have a very complex form, as it depends not only on the T -complete system applied, but also on the shape of the contour r. A related problem which can give hints about the efficiency of alternative distributions of collocation points is the approximation of functions by polynomials. As we know, equidistant points are not very convenient in this case, because such a procedure can be divergent (this is called the 'Runge phenomenon'J3). However, if the control points are located at the zeros of Legendre polynomials of degree v. (where v. is the number of control points), then the residue
is the orthogonal to all polynomials of degree smaller than v. and the process is necessarily convergent. This will be called Gauss-Legendre integral approximation.
As an extension of this procedure, the idea of using orthogonal collocation inside (} has been broadly used for solving differential equations.14-16 Various types of equations are solved with the help of splin~s as shape functions and estimates of the accuracy of the solutions are available.17.18 In our case the orthol!onal collocation is aoolied on r. An estimate for the error inside the region Q can be made in the following way. For simplicity, consider the case of a Dirichlet problem (i.e. rz= 4». Assume that orthogonal collocation of degree n is used inside each of the equal segments r a of the contour r, where
Here L is the length of the contour and II is the lellgth of each of the segments r «. For this case the error w(x) is given by (19) , with : '
The error function w(x) inside .0 is given in terms of its values on the boundary by (22) where K (x, ~) is the appropriate influence function for the Dirichlet problem in.o. On the boundary r, ~ can be expressed in parametric form, in terms of the arc lengths. Then, for each (X = 1,., , , N, there are n zeros {si,si,..,;s:} of the function w[~(s)] which correspond to n collocation points {~(si),..,,~(s:)} inside the segment r m' Apply now equation (22) at any interior points x of.o. At any fixed interval r m write
which is clearly possible. Even more, the function 07= 1 (s -sr) is orthogonal to any polynomial in s of degree less than n. When q(s) is C", by Taylor's theorem one has'
going back to (22) we obtain
because N = L/h. We have shown in Section 2 that the integral fit, using the same number of control points for the numerical integration as shape functions, is equivalent to collocation at the control points. Thus, in this case, the error estimate we have just obtained is also applicable to integral fit when GaussLegendre numerical integration is used.
It must be noticed that although the procedure just explained shows that the error is O(h2") for any interior point x, this fact is less significant when the boundary r is approached because the function K(x,~) is singular on r, so the approximation is slowly convergent. Indeed, equation (26) means that for every iX, there exists a positive number M such that
However, M depend,s on x and may grow indefinitely when the boundary is approached.
In the case of the least squares fit the system of weights W" (equation (15» considerably influences the final result of the fit. For Gauss-Legendre integral fit this system by the formula The first one is called the extreme error of the fit and the second one, the width of the error band. We consider. these measures as sufficiently representative for the problems discussed and applied them in our numerical investigation of the ways of fitting the boundary conditions.
..i5. BEHAVIOUR OF SOLUTIONS: NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
Two ~ -complete families of shape functions were used: harmonic polynomials s along r4 for the singular logarithmic functions. To investigate the convergence of the solutions and the conditioning of the matrices we also applied 10 additional singular functions (Figure 2(a) ) in the latter case. Becausc of the symmetry they formed three independent shape functions.
In Figures 3 and 4 we can see the results of the calculations for the harmonic polynomials and the rectangles of different shapes. As the number of shape functions applied was Ns = 6 (U~ for n = 0, 2,...,10), the point N e = 3 (the number of control points on each side of the rectangle) means the direct fit of the boundary conditions and N e > 3 means the least squares solution. In the case of the control point located in the corner, the solution for N e = 3 could not be calculated, as this point was the same for both sides of the rectangle and the solution was singular.
All the calculations showed the evident superiority of the least squares fit over the direct fit of the boundary conditions. In most cases the error decreases rapidly after the application of 1 I TREFFTZ M~1iI-JOD::F.JTrlNQBOUNDARY CONDITIONS .~?r?,~~!~~~t the,P?\~}~J",21 a9\d3r)II~~~uid.~~~\lt col~~~tio~;~f ,pei~int~, ~",S'.~ land 7 (le~stsquares) or 2 additional control points and the error function changes its form considerably (see Figure 5) . However,'a further, i~crease,pf tJte nu~ber of the coritrol points doesnqt seem to ge prpfitable, as the results (especially when applying the orthogonal type of collocation) become more stable.
, In the case of th~ square, the, corner was the point of the most, significant errors~ Hence it appeared profitable to pillce,and additional control point at it. This was difficult {or the typical integral fit with Ga~ssian integration. However, when we changed to orthogonal. collocation, distributions of the error functions in this case are presented in Figure 9 . The width of the error band on the boundary r (Eb = W~ax -W~in) behaved, for both shapes of the area n, very similarly to Ee, though the differences between the particular' procedures were a little smaller.
We can see this in Figures 10 and 11 , which can be compared to Figures 3 and 7 , respectively. Changing the shape functions to logarithmic type (36) did not introduce basic changes in the behaviour of the solution when applying the different procedures for fitting the boundary conditions. Figures 12 and 13 show the most characteristic results in this case. The rapid decrease of the error after the application of the first additional control point (in comparison to the direct fit) and the stability of the solution with further increase of N c are evident.
The authors also calculated for all the cases the integral fit with opposite weights, which is often convenienti2 and does not disturbe the symmetry of the main matrices. However, the results were similar to those of the least squares integral fit (Figure 14) . The purpose of our numerical experiments was to determine the influence of the different characteristics involved in y and II ~x II. For harmonic polynomials such characteristics were the number of shape functions, the number of control points and the shape of the region Q. An additional characteristic, for singular logarithmic functions, was the distance of the singularities to the boundary r iThe~ncrease of the number of control points (least squares solutions) caused, as a rule, a certain decrease of the error estimate, but the condition number remained relatively unchanged when the different procedures for fitting the boundary conditions were applied.
.Tabl~ I shows th~sults that were obtained for harmonic polynomials, The most conspicuous increase of y and IIL\x II can be observed with the changes of the contour shape (increase of the ratio a/b) and the number of the shape functions N., For the singular logarithmic functions the problem of the conditioning of the matrices is more complicated since the distance of the lsingularities from the region Q plays an additional important role. In Figure 15 we can see the results of the calculations for the area r r' It becomes obvious that the optimization of the distances rl and r2 must include not only the error yalues (as was proposed by Mathon and Johnston22) but also the conditioning number y. i
Since increasing the number of shape functions that are used in a given boundary value problem produces an increase in II L\x II and y, in general it is not possible to enlarge the system of shape functions that is used, beyond certain limits, Thus, when such limits are reached all that can be done to improve the $;olution is to use multi-step !!!.!ing (section 7), or ,to divide the region Q into elements. However, i~ust qe noticed that using II L\x II and ytodetermine such limits may be too conservative, since II L\xll is only a bound of the actual error IIL\x II. Table II displays some of the results for the condition numbery, which may be of interest in a~tual engineering calculations.
We introduced into the matrix A additional disturbances of the order 10-8 situated incidentally inside the matrix [in the example this was introduced by the instruction IF«(I + J). EQ. 4. OR. (I + J). EQ. 6) A(I,J) = A(I,J) + I.E- ' 8] . The reaction for these disturbances is compared with the estimators of the result error (with the assumed data error of the same order <5. = 10-8).
We can see the considerable difference between this estimation and the real error of the roots. Additionally it is visible that even the great error of the roots can result in relatively small changes of the field functions. All these facts must be taken into account while limiting the solution factors, i , Additionally, it should be noted that the order of the final solution error did not increase during the test when changing the places of the matrix disturbances. Hence the test described above can be considered as the image of the real sensitivity of the solution on the matrix errors and the authors suggest it as a helpful tool in the determination of the limiting values of the solution is introduced only through the boundary. I-~or elliptic equations the maximum error occurs just on the boundary.19 Also. in previous discussions this has !Je~n_re~ated to the error in the interior of th~ region no' "I. ",,' ! ,.!; ,'r i i' \ ' ,.. ! ""
In solutions withT -complete systems of,fui,1ctions. the boundary error js directly observed as the difference betwe~n the prescribed and calculated boundary functions. Observe that the same is not possible w~en using boundary integral equations. This allow$ using multi-step fitting of boundary conditions, le;, applying prq~edures for su~cessive correction of boundary errors.
Secondary collocatiqn a~ the points of extreme boundary error in the first-step solution is one of the obvious methgds forflt improvement. In Figure 16 we can see the result of the application of three additional control points with weigQts proportional to the values of the error in the first-step solution. Repeating this procedure Vfe could obtain the optimal fit for a given number of shape functions. This can be especially important when increasing the number of the shape functions is difficult because of conditioning reasons (see section 6).
Treating the boundary error wr from the first-step solution (which is known exactly) as a new boundary condition_is another possibility for imp~oving the result. Since the exact solution The multi-step fitting can also be useful in typical engineering calculation which can be considerably improved by application of additional control points il:\ the regions where the greatest values of the inve,stigated field functions occur. see the two-step procedure when applying the singular logarithmic shape functions. The diminishing of the error can also be done in the one-step solution with the greater number of shape fun~~iop~ (cu~y~Jl) bM,! in this ca~e the,~ondition number of the solution matrix would increase. r .
The multi-step fitting can also be useful in typical engineering calculation which can be considerably improved by application of additional control points in the regions where the greatest values of the inve~tigated field functions occur. 8 . ~ONCLUSIONS io".V This paper has proved the identity of integral fit and collocation. It has also showed the distinct superiority of least squares fit over direct collocation on the boundary. The advantages of orthogonal collocation are clearly shown. It results, as a rule, in a better fit of the boundary conditions than equi~istant collocation and uses the unique control points inside the segments. In comparison to t¥ integral fit, the orthogonal collocation has no additional weights connected with the length of the se:gments (see section 3) and ~Iso allows for easy adding of the control points, which is sometiJnes profitable. ! The Collatz measure of the boundary error ,(~hich is applied in the work) seems to be a good estimate of the fit, as it does not allow for propagation of big errors. This is especially important when forming elements with T -complete systems of shape functions. 12 ,
The conditioning of the solution matrices has been investigated in detail. The paper points out the danger of the unconscious application of certain solution faGtors beyond the accessible limits and supplies some guide for avoiding ill-conditioned matrices. 0' On the positive side the reader can see the simplicity of the T -complete function method, the easy estimation of the solution error and the possibility of reducing it by multi-step fitting the bound~ryconditions. The main solution gives here directly the coefficients of the shape functions, which allows avoidance of the 'postprocessing' which is a characteristic disadvantage of other boundary methods. However, the conditioning of the solution matrices remains as the main limitation of the method discussed; 0, ') ,;, ')'!'? ~ 0,;" ~, , .ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS ! "
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